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“Responsibilities are given to them on whom trust rests. Responsibility is
always a sign of trust.” In every field of life we need to accept responsibilities
and only then are we able to climb the ladder of success. When we learn to act
in a responsible manner, we learn accountability. The sole purpose of education
is to make one ready to face the world. And this readiness comes within us
when we become responsible for our actions rather than taking the easy way
out and blame others.

It is my humble request to all parents and guardians to help us achieve this
vision to create such responsible citizens of future who will join hands towards
making the world a better place to live. The holistic development of a child that
a school aims to provide can be fully achieved only when parents join hands
with the school. 

Give age appropriate responsibilities to your children and show them that your
trust resides in them. Teach them to value that trust and I am sure our children
will make us proud.

Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam!

With warm wishes and blessings
Dr Alpa S. Kotadia
Director Principal

Message from the Director Principal
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Dear Readers

It gives me immense joy to present before you all the year’s last issue of our
E magazine – Samanvay 2022-23. The bright colourful pages, the creative
corners and the winged words from our students and teachers have indeed
made this issue a must read for everyone.

This issue of Sammanvay is a compilation of reports of various activities
conducted in school throughout the year. The Inter House championship, the
extra-curricular and co-curricular activities lead an extra charm to the
academic pursuits.

The objective of a school magazine is to provide a platform to the young
minds to bring out their creativity and imagination and it gives me immense
pleasure to ensure that this magazine has successfully accomplished its
objective. Students have put forth their ideas and thoughts in beautiful
words and we are sure they will be a pleasure to your reading.

This magazine is before you due to the combined efforts of the Editorial
Board and the constant support from our Director Principal Dr Alpa Kotadia. I
take the opportunity to thank all the contributors as their contribution is the
reason that makes this magazine endearing with our readers.

Happy Reading!

 Ms. Piyusha Pandey,
 Chief Coordinator

FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK



Muses and Brain waves

Sensitivity on environment
 

Do not pollute;  water and air,
Don’t throw garbage; here and there,

Do not cut trees, never and ever,
Search a solution; Stop pollution,
Say no to plastic; protest plastic,

Plant more trees, everywhere,
Let us go to get our globe green.

   
-Vivaan Bhavsar(V Alpha)

Rainy Wheather
 

Upcoming Rain.
I am waiting for you,

Running, Jumping, Playing
With my friend and you,

Waiting for you excitedly
January, February, March
April,, still waiting for you,

When you will come finally.
Then May, June, July ,August

When these months come 
You will finally come carving rainbow 

And lots of fun.
 

-Urvi Jain (V gamma)

BEST OF FRIEND
 

The best of friend
Can change grim

Into a smile
Where i’m down.

 
The best of friend

Can understand me
For little trails

And lend a hand to me
 

The best of friend
Will always share

Your secret dreams
Because they care

 
The best of friend 

Worth more thing old
Give all the love
A heart can hold 

 
-Lubdha Patil (IV Alpha)



A Poem On School
 

My school,my school beautiful
and so cool

Our teaches are so nice,
They give knowledge and advice.
My school is so simple but to us

it's a temple.
In morning we pray, study, then

whole day
When the life of school ends 

We have bunch of many friends
My school, my school beautiful

and so cool
 

-Piyushi ( IV gamma)

Sensitivity on environment
 

Do not pollute;  water and air,
Don’t throw garbage; here and

there,
Do not cut trees, never and

ever,
Search a solution; Stop

pollution,
Say no to plastic; protest

plastic,
Plant more trees, everywhere,

Let us go to get our globe green.  
 

-Vivaan Bhavsar(V Alpha)

The Rise of Freedom

The rise of Freedom
Freedom comes from fearless mind

Freedom comes from hope
beleaguered with hope

With distress mind and endeavored
cope

With great plight and agitation
Is the way to Freedom

Freedom comes from well of truth
With peace and cooperation

In hope of Freedom
Some sacrifice themselves and some

revolt
Some fight for salt and give 

Their blood for no reward

People should be like plane
That flies alone the sky with

Carrying peace in heart full of kind

Freedom is a hope of free nation
With independence proclamation

The rise of Freedom is a formation of 
An independent nation

-Akshat Prajapati (VIII Beta)



LOVE FOR AND FROM YOU
 

Mom, you are so sweet,
Mom, you are so good,

You do all work
So can I help you!

I think you would be
disheartened

When I don’t score high marks.
I know you are so glad to see

my result,
But when I don’t score good

marks
You are downcast or black

mood
Thank you for taking me in this

lovely world.
Mom ! I know you get irked

When I do something wrong.
When I scored good marks you

are very jubilant
Thank you from my heart

You are ups and downs
O am leaps and bounds

Thank you mom for
EVERYTHING!

I love you Mom
.

-Vanshi Shah (X - Beta)

A Grave Mistake
 

Cleanliness is next to Godliness
That’s what people say

But no one really cares for it
Hence nature has to pay

We throw plastic here and there
Without a second thought

With no worry about what we ought 
 do Then wonder why it is

 frashy everywhere
Animals suffer for our grave mistakes

Even when they are not at fault
Yet we don’t understand what is at

stake and throw plastic in a lot
Cleanliness is next to Godliness

That’s what people say
But no are really cares for it

Hence nature has to pay
 

-Manini Mathur (IX Alpha)



Life

 
So you thought it was easy? But now

you know,
Make your life white like snow.

Your like is a dandelion, which you
own blow,

So make your life glow, From head to
toe

Never get out of control and your life
graped,

Always be ready to be stung by a wap,
Life is like a game of chess;

Which shall not depend on a bless,
Learn how to manage stress,

As it can make your life a whole mess,
Life will hurt us and cause pain,

It shall not be binded with red hot
chairs,

Nature will try to support you again
and again,

Crying is similar to little silly rains,
Keep your life in your own reign

It does not belong to someone else’s
brain,

Let it not go in the old  nasty vein.
Life has just one stopping place,
Now,is your life a big div grove?

Life is like a small-big chance
It shall not be influenced by a rare,
But shall be honest to look in at a

face.-
 
-Luqman( VIII Beta)

Cleanliness - isn’t it a
must?

 
Well Cleanliness

Isn’t that we all need to do
But when all look wound

Can we see it, can we feel it?
 

To have a peaceful
environment

Cleanliness in must,
Clean your area, clear your

mind,
Have no dirt around you,

within You!
 

Is cleanliness just outward?
Shouldn't it be in ourselves

too?
Clean your minds, don’t be

like a trash
So that people like to be with

you.
 

Do you like to be around
trash?

You keep your home clean. 
Treat the Earth the same

Make the Earth free from dirt.
 

-Charvi jain(IX Alpha)

 



Clear Thought, Better Future
 

This is my magic basket of tools,
Which makes me happy, healthy &

cool,
From morning until I go to bed,

I use my magic basket,
To keep me neat and clean,

And to maintain my personal hygiene.
I use toothpaste and brush my teeth,

I use the soap to take a bath & look
sweet,

I wear clean clothes and shoes,
That is why I am my teaches blues.

I come back to home and change my
cloths,

Then I wash my hands, feet and clean
my toes,

Then I have lunch, so that it does not
spill,

To make my mumma happy and chill.
I keep my books and toys in place,

And make my bed tidy and straight,
Now, comes the times to sleep,
Keep the basket and watch the

dreams.
This is how I stay clean and maintain

my hygiene.
 

-Sejal Puselkar(IX Alpha)

 

Cleanliness

We have to clean world
and city

If we can’t clean we feel
guilty

If we clean our city we
free from diseases

If we clean our city the
disease become freeze

We have to clean our
school

If we clean our school
becomes cool

Those who are making
the school dirty they

are fool
And we have to clean
our school with a tool

Our school has to clean
If the school dirty seen

Our world is clean so we
are wealthy

Our world is clean so we
are healthy

-Harsh Singh (IX Beta)



YESS !! CLEAN INDEED!
 

Cleanliness is often seen as
cleaning

 our surrounding,
But have you thought of

cleansing your mind?
The unavailing thoughts

ponduring?
Throw out all the

rubbish,hollow thoughts
away;

Good thoughts, self-care,
productivity;

Are the simplest belief that
will stay,

The burning frame of
jealousy and

 unkind behavior,
Can make your heart go dark

and black,
But do not worry,

HAPPINESS is a great savior!
Cleaning of your soul is the

take 
 that comes next,

Purify, it my meditating,
Because being clean inside 

 out, is indeed
 a great flex!

 
-Aashvi Singh (IX Beta)

CLEANLINESS IS GODLINESS
 

A healthy clean and tidy life,
Gives out a happy and beautiful

vibe;
Make sure you maintain your

schedule clockwise
Make sure you brush your teeth

twice;
And for not regretting attack of lice,

Combing and oiling of hair should
be nice;

Try to be clean from your mind
forever,

By not thinking bad of someone
ever,

Remove the bad memories from
your brain cells 
that come ever,

And let us contribute in school and
societies hygiene together,
It’s important to keep our

surroundings clean,
For a future that we dream,

Say no to disease and yes to clean,
By just going green;

May your perception and person be
reflected in your tongue’s

intelligence;
For Cleanliness is not meanly said to

be act of godliness.
-Rachit Gupta(IX beta)



Cleanliness
 

We are children of clean India;
We are the children of Clean India;
We will not make India clustview,

This is our honor and respect;
We will make it great clean

 
So many things to tell to the winds,

Light have to keep the lamps burning,
Whether at home or outside,

We used to keep every place clean
 

We as the children of India,
We would not make our India dustbin,

This is our honor and RESPECT
 

-Hrutesh Dodhia (iX -Gamma)
 

Cleanliness
 

A human with the outer and
inner cleanliness can only

clean our surrounding
As the people who pick

educated than us.
Because they pick up what

we throw,
As the main part of our life is

“Environment”.
We can only clean our

surrounding when we have a
pure heart

When we are united and
pledge,

In the last we can inspire our
next generation,

The challenges come to us in
our life……with a clean

heart….
 

-Yagini Yadav (IX Gamma)

My favorite cartoon - Bluey
 

Bluey is my favorite cartoon because it makes me laugh and her
father does all the funny things. Let me introduce them. Bluey is an
8 year old girl.Bingo is her sister.she is 4 years old. Chilli is her
mother.Bandon is  her father. She has one cousin.

(cartoon available on Disney Junior)
Chesha (IV)

 



Cleanliness-it starts with ourselves
 

Let’s dream of clean and beautiful India
Where the roads would be neat and clean
And the fields are always fertile and green
Make a routine to keep your house clean

Let’s give a hand to cleanliness drive
For sustainability, till when wil

l the environment strive
Put the trash in the can, man!

Let the cleanliness drive began.
Make sure of greenery

To enhance every scenery
Plant the trees so tall

For fresh air and shade for all
Don’t be drastic
Say no to plastic

It gives  us a helpful hand
But also pollutes our land

 
 It’s the nation’s call

Four proper sanitation to the installed
Let the youth take the guide,

To maintain the nation’s pride
Let’s make it our ultimate dream
That India will be clean and green
So come together, take the test,

For our country, let’s do the best.
If it’s cool to be clean

Get into the clean sense
Energize the nation as a whole,

For Swatchh Abhiyan is our goal
Nobody can stop us from marching

Towards the peak of clean and green
For we dream of a India

Clean and Green.
 

-Zeel Kothari (IX-Gamma)

Cleanliness Drive
 

Keeping yourself clean is not a work,
It's a duty meant for everyone !!

It maybe a work for someone,
But it's a duty for everyone !!

Mother says to brush teeth twice,
The time of playing dice,

You could even do it thrice !!
And that’s when your cleanliness

drive will be nice !!
If all with you is a vroom,

You can use it to clean the room,\It
will make that look like a groom !!
And that’s when your cleanliness

drive will be done !!
The rainbow you are today,

Let your next generation see it
everyday,

Let it be MONDAY ! TUESDAY !
SUNDAY!

CLEAN YOUR HOUSE EVERYDAY !!
 

-Nivedhya S. Krishna (IX Gamma)



About Mars
 

You know that Mars was also a planet where we could breathe,
before billion trillion years ago Earth and Mars were said to be
brothers. A blast happened in Mars that divided the planet and
from that crack a toxic gas was released. Those who had lived

there have now gone extinct. It is believed that there is 20% of
water in the planet Mars. Now Astronauts are searching life on
Mars by Mars rovers and there the Astronauts have found an

Alien fossil. In near future We will be ready to live on Mars.
 

- Aarav Samnani (IV Alpha)

My experience as a member of  Student Cabinet
 

They say learning happens in the classroom. However, my greatest
learning happens outside the classroom , being a part of the student
cabinet of my school.When i was appointed as the member of the
Discipline Committee, little did i know that I would be embarking
one of my last VPS learning experience where i practiced “in class
concepts'' , discovered the meaning of teamwork and trust as well
as built lifelong relations with some of the finest people. My biggest
learning is that “the most important part of doing some work or
managing an event is a team”. This applies to the whole cabinet
team, our teachers,Head Mistress and Director Principal who always
guided and motivated us to work for the school.In addition to
boosting confidence, being a cabinet member improves
communication skills. Being in this respected position has given me
a lot of opportunities when I was able to foster these skills. It also
made me realize the importance of personal responsibility as a part
of my entire VPS journey. I thank my school for giving me this
position that brought me so much dignity and learning of-course.

 -Anita Patel (XI Humanities)



 

YOUTYOUTYOUTHYOUTH

 
                        The youth of today are more creative and talented than before,

they understand problems of the society more than before.
                        The Interact club of VPS brings together young people to

develop leadership and social skills while discovering the power of ‘Service
Above Self ’.

                       I am highly obliged to get this opportunity to be a part of this
prestigious club 

and thank Vapi Public School and Rotary Club of Vapi to have faith in me
and provide me this opportunity of serving the society.

                       Throughout this whole year of being the President of the
Interact Club of VPS 2022-23, my Team and I have learnt a lot of life skills,

social skills and leadership skills like patience, strength, co-operation,
compassion, critical thinking & team work.

                     Our team had undertaken the following projects during this year
–

- Tree Plantation
- Adult Literacy

- E-Waste Management
- Joy of giving (Grains & clothes)

- Blood Donation Camp
- Women Empowerment                         

                      Our major projects for the year 2022-23 was Adult Literacy which
our school

had taken as a project in SUPW.                      
                     We have taught over 150 adults the basic skills of writing and

reading in the language they were comfortable in.                       
                    In a nutshell with each project we have not only extended our

service to the society but also developed social skills with the motto of the
Interact Club ‘Service Above Self ’.

 
 

Annual Report
Interact Club of VPS



       Vapi Public School has developed a well equipped
Nakshatra Astronomy Laboratory. 
We are proud to share that our school is the first school in
Gujarat and fifth school all over India to have this unique
laboratory.

Our objective is to prepare students for future careers and to
give then hands on experience, excitement in technologies
and information about the universe and also looking forward
for demanding 21 st century job skills requirements for space
education. 
This helps to create curiosity among students for space
Astronomy by arranging star gazing sessions.

Astronomy related different age appropriate activities are
planned for class I to V and Star gazing sessions are planned
for classes VI to XII.

Students built up scientific temperament and can choose it as
a career in the fields like Astrophysics and space Astronomy.

Thanks and Regards, 
Ms.Swati Pawar

Nakshatra Astronomy Lab







Astro –Voyage
 

The astronomy session was conducted by Dharampur science centre on
29th Jan 2023 at Wilson hills. In this session, a primer on the various

topics ans basic terminologies in astronomy was given. This included day,
night, seasons, eclipse, angular measures in the sky etc. Magnitude scale

and absolute and apparent magnitude and formulas to calculate
magnitudes of celestial objects were covered. This session was a

demonstration of the assembly and use of a celestron CGX-L 1100 Edge
HD telescope with an equatorial mount. Basic optics of the telescope

were explained. The coordinate system used in the mount was
demonstrated. Finding directions and identifying a few bright

constellations were taught. Objects like Moon, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars and
Venus was observed through telescopes.

 
Teachers experience:

 
Mr. Kaushal Bhardwaj : It was an amazing expedition where we learned

about so many new things especially the automatic arrangement of
telescope. Also, we got to know, how astronomy is the oldest branch of
science. We are excited to share these topics with our students in next

session which our school will be arranging.
 

Ms. Ankita Kashiyani: This amature astronomy session was a great
learning. Best experience was to know the celestial calculations and

astronomy history. Wonderful enhancement to my dimensions of
knowledge. The night sky view was unparalled. The black spots of sun,

craters of moon, 3- moons of Jupiter was an aesthetic experience.
 
 



Ms. Sheetal Bhave: The astronomy session was flabbergasting and
phenomenal. It was a wonderful enhancement to our knowledge. In this

star gazing session we were fascinated by the huge telescope and the
device that arranged the direction of lens automatically to the planet.

The black spots of sun, venus, craters of moon and three moons of
Jupiter was an astounding experience.

 
Ms. Khushbu Bhavsar: It was an eye-opening and worthwhile

experience and is the right mix of factual up-to-date information which
excited me once more about astronomy which I can’t hardly wait to try

out in my classroom . Astronomy, if properly taught, can promote
rational thinking, and an understanding of the nature of science,

through examples drawn from the history of science, and from present
issues such as pseudo-science. Astronomy can be used to illustrate

many concepts of physics, such as gravitation, light, and spectra. I know
that experience will help me to allow my students to light up to

astronomy this year.



“Isha vasyam idam sarvam yat kincha jagathyaam jagat tena
tyktena, bhujeetha”  

 
These are the words of the wise sages from the Ishopanishad that
caution us to use the gifts of nature judiciously and preserve them
for the posterity. A school should educate its students about the
importance of natural resources and their sustainability is the
responsibility of everyone. 

The theme of our annual day “Ekyam Mama Bharat” is chosen to
awaken patriotism in our students, in connection with the
Aazaadi ka Amrit Mahotsav, and create awareness among people
about the conservation and preservation of natural resources.

Post-pandemic, when regular school started, all of us had to face
many challenges and had to do a lot of repairs and preparation to
mend the void.

ANNUAL REPORT 2022-23

Dr. Alpa S. Kotadia



Several online and offline workshops on mental and physical
wellness, discipline, motivational talks, and tea time talks helped
students and teachers to attain normalcy. Still, our students were
able to achieve many laurels in academics, sports and other co-
scholastic activities. I am not going to detail all of them here as
our website and online magazine Samanvay bear the evidence
and most of you must have gone through them.

You all must have heard about the national education policy 2020
and its implementation from the academic year 2023-24. As an
ICSE-affiliated school, we have already been following most of
the requirements suggested by NEP and our holistic curriculum
caters to the other changes prescribed in the policy.

You may remember the recently held Exhibition “Kala Srijan”
which manifested the talent and the skill of our students in co-
scholastic areas. There are no hard and fast separations between
arts and sciences, between curricular and extra-curricular
activities, between vocational and academic streams, so it
becomes easy for students to select their choice of subjects to
pursue their interests. At VPS too, from the next academic year
onwards we have included Art, PE & Home Science as optional for
ISC students. Other new Changes will be implemented as and
when we get directions from the Council and the management
has sanctioned the provisions required.

Sustainability improves the quality of our lives, protect our
ecosystem and preserves natural resources for future
generations.



Hence it is required to be added as a part of the curriculum in all
schools. At this juncture, I would like to add that even before NEP
was announced we had incorporated some of the 21st century
skills and sustainable development goals in our teaching-learning
process. 

Out of the seventeen goals, we at present are focusing some
selected ones, namely good health and well-being, quality
education, gender equality, peace and justice and responsible
consumption. Fitness drives in our school like a healthy diet
menu, Yoga and Karate, observation of Ayurveda week, allergy
list of students, participation in fit India movement data
collection on fitness certificates, and several workshops ensure
that health and wellness awareness is created in them.

To bring about quality education, many innovative techniques are
followed using blended learning styles and constructive
pedagogies. And experiential learning. This year we have become
members of KRUU and students are receiving training in project-
based learning from experts all over the world.

Kruu aims at the equity of participation for all students and
provides a platform to connect students of high schools and
middle schools globally. They provide exposure to students and
access to professors from renowned universities and help the
students to enhance their critical thinking skills and creativity. 



Our students are fortunate to have access to this golden
opportunity and I hope parents too will encourage them to avail
it. 

Counselling has become the need of the hour in all schools,
fortunately, VPS students are receiving the benefit of it from the
early stage of the school’s inception. We have an in-house
counselor to guide students, conduct aptitude tests and interpret
it in layman’s language to parents and teatime talks by expert
achievers to orient students on different career options. Three
areas of awareness necessary for the students before they reach
class X are 3Cs, career, counseling and colleges. What choices do
they have in careers, how to achieve the choice and which colleges
are the best options? VPS is a member of the Institute of Career,
Counseling and College , and is in a position to guide the students
properly. 

Re-accreditation process of NABET was another attainment this
year. All these achievements are possible for us as it is a system-
driven school and teachers are well-trained to do multiple tasks.
Heartfelt thanks to the Trustees for their unconditional support
in all our endeavors. Thanks, parents, my staff and students for
acting spontaneously and positively as and when the need arises
and for being part of the VPS family.

“Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam”



AT 9 : 30 PM

Merry Christmas

Peace Day 

Celebrations



Celebrations
Republic Day

National Science Day



Celebrations
Mahashivratri 

Celebrations in school are a
wonderful way to connect with our

roots. At VPS, we make sure that
every child gets an opportunity to be

a part of the festive joy and build a
strong sense of belonging.



Sports  Achievements

Under the constant motivation of our
Director Principal Dr. Alpa Kotadia
and guidance of our PE teachers Mr.
Hiren Parel, Mr. Kalpesh Tandel and

Ms. Pratiksha Patel, our students have
won many laurels in the field of sports

in the Academic year 2022-23.



 Khel Mahakumbh Under – 17 Handball Champion
 



Khel Mahakumbh Under – 17 Football Champion



Khel Mahakumbh Under – 17 Basketball 
1st Runners up

 



               Khel Mahakumbh Under – 14
 Basketball

 1st Runners up
 



            Khel Mahakumbh Under – 14
Karate 1st Position & 3rd Position

 

                  Khel Mahakumbh Under – 17
Chess

 2ndPosition 
 



STUTI MEHTA, CLASS X

Khel Mahakumbh Under – 17
 Athletics
200 mts 

2nd Position



Subroto Cup Under – 17
 Football Champion



NWR Under – 17
Cricket Champion



NWR Under – 19
Football 

1ST Runners up



NWR Under – 14 
Throwball Champion



NWR Under – 17
Throwball Champion



NWR Under – 17
 Football 

1ST Runners up



NWR Under – 14 
Rugby Champion



CISCE National Under – 14 
Rugby 

1st Runner up



NWR Under – 14,17 &19
Boys & Girls

 Carrom Winners



NWR Under – 17 
Skating Winners

Invitation Carrom Competition 
Under – 14,17 

Boys & Girls Winners



Invitation Chess Competition 
Under – 14,17 

Boys & Girls Winners



Krida Mandal Tournamnt- 2023 
1St Runners up



Head Boy's Report 2022-23

Being a head boy isn't so easy because one should be up-to-
date and also perform well in academics and co-curricular

activities.
 

I enjoyed this opportunity as a head boy this year which
helped me to develop my leadership skills and discipline also

to get rid of  my nervousness and stage fear. I can speak
normally in front of many people. 

This year whole student cabinet team was very good they were
supportive and helpful. We had to give reports, every day to

our sports teachers.
Thank you VPS   for giving me this opportunity which I had

never expected and also thanks  to all the teachers because of
their support we achieved all the moments 

At last, I want to thank our Director Principal. Dr. Alpa Kotadia
for nominating me for the student cabinet election 

And finally, this year is about to end I enjoyed this very much
thanks a lot 

One last line, BE  LOYAL AND RESPECTFUL
 

Ayan Pamjwani
XI-COMM



"Success is walking from failure to failure with no loss of enthusiasm". 
 

On interpreting these virtuous words. I realized that the path to success
is always achieved when we have a dream, when we are determined,
dedicated and fully committed. It all began in the month of July of the
year 2022 I was lucky enough to be nominated for the post of Head Girl
by our Director Principal Dr. Alpa Kotadia. As it is said powers come with
responsibility, on achieving this post I had fulfilled all my duties
righteously. One major plus point of being a cabinet member was that
we could master ourselves in event management, build in leadership
qualities and discipline ourselves and others throughout the year. If I
could name a few viz., Farewell, Annual Day, Independence Day,
Republic Day, IC3 regional forum and the list goes on. I feel privileged to
felicitate the guests at such auspicious events. The school has given me
numerous
opportunities to reach out of the so called “safe zone” and participate in
many events. This year I learned more which was something beyond our
books and worked towards achieving the school motto. 

You can only be successful if you strive for progress and perfection.
Your aim should always be to become better than the previous hour  and
the previous minute and that in my opinion is the essence of the
education at Vapi Public School for it shows us the path of progress by
learning from our previous experiences. I would like to extend my
heartfelt gratitude towards Director Principal Dr. Alpa Kotadia, our
Headmistress Rekha Ma’am, Susheela Ma'am and my dear Teachers for
investing their immense trust in me and acknowledging my capabilities.

Head Girl's report 
2022-23

 Bhuvana Santosh
 XI Science



Assembly Skits



Vindhychal house Report

” Patience, persistence and perspiration make an
unbeatable combination for success.”

 
As rightly said the 3P’s can lead you to the road of success certainly. To be a
house captain of Vindhyanchal house, it was a great opportunity and
learning experience. I am grateful to my mentors who gave me this golden
opportunity. After two years of COVID-19 the zeal and enthusiasm to be a
leader and a captain. In the beginning of the year though there were few
hindrances like: to manage board and assembly duties was a little tough, as
we had missed two years of learning years of experience. But later on, as
time passed everything went on smoothly. This experience made me
acquire one of the most important skills of time management. It was like a
roller coaster ride with ups and downs that enhanced me with valuable
qualities like tolerance, perseverance, patience, leadership skills,
hardship, teamwork and many more. Indeed, I would like to thank our
house guides and students for their efforts and support. At last, I would
like to end by saying “Winning or losing life is  a celebration.” No matter
we win or lose it was an inspiring and life-giving lesson! 
At last, I would like to thank the school management for providing us with
such a great opportunity through which we have learnt and progressed a
lot. We also thank our house guide and teachers for their kind and
generous support throughout the year.

 
House Captains:Pavan  Choudhary, Zalak Shah

House vice captains : Purva Patel, Yash Patel
House Guides:  Ms Rina Suthar ,Ms Anushka Joshi

 



"Success isn’t Always about Greatness. It’s about
Consistency"

 
Aravalli house has lived up to this quote , this year was a roller coaster
ride for us , we have tasted victory but sometimes our execution was not
the best. We have so many good fresh talents in our house who are good
in debating , socializing , leadership and also supporting their house .
We won many competitions such as cultural both in scholastic and co-
scholastic field .
All four of us and teachers cooperated very well throughout the year.
Most students think it is very monotonous to roam in the school and
give other students duties on the display board but that was the best part
for us.
We would not only like to thank our house guides for their constant
support and guidance and last but not least we would like to express our
greatest gratitude to all the house students for always giving us the best
outcomes with their creativity and hard work.
Thank You for this wonderful year and we wish the best of luck for the
next batch of house captains.

Aravalli house Report

 
House Captain: Prachi Upadhyay , Aaryan Mehta

House Vice Captain: Kashvi Chopra,Bhavya Tailor
House Guides : Ms. Vaishali Lanjewar , Ms. Mizba Godal



"Not all dreamers are winners, but all winners are dreamers.
Your dream is the key to your future."-Mark Gorman.

 
Mark Gorman's quote highlights the importance of having a dream or a
vision for one's future. Dreams can serve as a source of motivation and
inspiration, driving individuals to strive for success and achievement.
The thought of Mark Gorman was a driving boost for us Himalayans this
whole year. We never thought of winning but always thought of learning,
improving, and working on our mistakes! We lose sometimes, and we win
sometimes, but we never give up. The thought of our Director and
Principal, Dr.Alpa Kotadia, "Winning or losing doesn't matter; what
matters is our participation." also taught us not to give up on any field. My
teammates and I worked hard, taking up all our responsibilities with
honesty, to see our house reach the heights. we learned a lot of skills in this
academic year (2022–2023). we  learned how to handle a whole group of
students in a particular house, how to keep patience for the results of each
month to come out, and how to kindly understand each topic and speak
about it in assembly. All in all, I loved my post to serve my school as a
Cabinet Member and House Captain too. At last, we would like to especially
thank Our Principal Dr. Alpa Kotadia Mam, Headmistress Ms. Rekha
Sashikumar Mam, and Ms. Susheela Narayan Mam, who  motivated us, and
our house guides, Ms. Rituparna and Ms. Latika, for helping us a lot in this
year and last to my 3 teammates.
Thank You .

Himalaya house Report

 
 

House Captains: Gunjan Saxena, Hrutesh Dodhia
Vice Captains: Ali Chawdavala, Bhumi Patel

House Guides: Ms Rituparna Sharma,  Ms Latika Pareek
 



“Winning or losing does not matter, Participating
and giving your best is important”

It was a great time being a house captain of Nilgiri house. It
was a wonderful experience and we learnt a lot of values like
leadership qualities, cooperation and Alertness. During our
journey of house captainship we faced many obstacles but we
have overcome them with grace by developing optimistic
approach. Despite some challenges, our house have won many
laurels in different competitions. We also have always tried to
meet the expectations of our house members and have put in 
a lot of efforts with adjustments for the morning assembly
presentation and Display board decoration and to reach upto
the mark. We would also like to thank our house guides and all
the members of Nilgiri house for electing us as the captain and
helping us in every walk of our House captain journey.
All the best to the future captains!!
We hope you keep the benchmark of our house shining always.
Thank you!!

Nilgiri house Report

 
House Captains: Shashwatkumar, Payal Sirvi
House Vice Captains:  Aashvi Singh,Dev Javia

House guide: Ms. Ankita Bhatt ,Ms.Benazir Shaikh
 



Samyukta -
 Parent patnership programme



Samyukta -
 Parent patnership programme

Such initiatives help us to create a conducive
learning atmosphere where the child enjoys
learning. It also provides a consistency between
the school and home environment which adds to
the emotional stability of children in the primary
years.

Parent Partnership
programmes like
Samyukta are an integral
part of the teaching
learning process at VPS.



SUPW
(Socially Useful ProductiveWork)
Activity of

Socially useful productive work (SUPW)bridges the
gap between life and education ,education and
work. It makes learning effective and valuable. It
correlates knowledge with craft and theory with
practice. In our school we assimilated all these
qualities by taking so many interesting topics such
as salad decoration, soap making,  pickle making
along with teaching the day today useful things
such as repairing tyres and leaking taps, opening
savings account in bank.



SUPW
(Socially Useful ProductiveWork)

The most important
project of ours is
"Adult Literacy
Program " in class 10th
in which each student
had taught one under
privileged person to
serve the community.
Also we incorporated
making of Ganpati Idol
and Tie and Dye to
reach the excellence of
creativity and skills
which can be made as
professions.



PROJECT-LED
LEARNING

WITH TOP MINDS WORLD WIDE

Kru Kar - to do
English word crew - a team

--------
-----------



KRUU- Project Based Learning
 

    “The great aim of education is not knowledge but action.”—Herbert Spencer.

       School is a place where students not only become literate but also develop into a
young individual. In today’s world of continuous changes education field is an ever

changing and progressing one. To make students Global Citizens is the vision of Vapi
Public School. To live with its vision our respected Director Principal Dr. Alpa S.

Kotadia  focuses on bringing the outside world and connect our students with global
forums. One such initiative is the KRUU project based learning  platform.

KRUU which means ‘Kar-to do or English word Crew- team’ focuses on developing
team work in students with hands on activities.

Vapi Public School is an ambassador school for KRUU project along with 200 other
schools in India and South Asia. KRUU platform focuses on enhancing 21st century
skills in students of middle and secondary-higher secondary grades. It is a unique

platform where universities both Indian and Foreign collaborate to guide and provide
young minds a creative platform. 

The KRUU projects for academic year 2022-23 were divided into two categories
namely “THE HISTORY OF GEOGRAPHY’’  for grades VI to VIII and 

“PUBLIC HEALTH RESPONSE”  for grades IX to XII.  All students were divided in
group of 4 or 5 children along with one Research Associate from 

a university and two school representatives. They were given periodic tasks to
complete and the end submission was the main project. Certificates were issued to all

those who completed the project within the given time frame. The KRUU team
members guided the school representatives and they in turn with school management

and teachers guided children to complete the respective projects.
It was a great learning experience for children as they heard professors from

Oxford University, Stanford University, Ashoka University, Krea University, Noora
Health and many others. The KRUU platform has also appreciated teachers with a

professional development program to upgrade
 their professional skills.

I would like to conclude by saying that such platforms enable children to learn more
than in the textbooks and enhance the skills that are a must for survival in today’s
technologically sound world. I would like to thank our school management for such

wonderful association and giving me a chance to be a part of such wonderful
initiative. 

- Anushka Joshi
SPOC of Vapi Public School for KRUU project.

 



2023 IC3 Regional Forum
Venue :- Vapi Public School

Date :- 2nd Feb 2023

International college and career counselling (IC3) regional forum was hosted by
Vapi Public School with a mission “Counselling in every school "on 2nd February
2023. The event commenced with a lamp lighting ceremony by various
dignitaries like Dr. Alpa Kotadia - Director principal of VPS, Mr. Ganesh Kohli -
Founder of IC3 Movement. The movement is committed to sensitizing and
empowering school's responsibility toward providing guidance in career . The
IC3 regional committees bring together leadership and staff from high school in
local regions to focus on the significance of career and college counselling as an
integral part of  school curriculam.This forum is one of a global forums that take
place all across the world. It equips the teachers and students in three distinct
areas: “What to
study “, “Where to study" and “How to go about it”. There was a keynote lecture,
learning session from principals, educators, and counselors on topics pertaining
to guidance counselling, and networking sessions with different universities.
Mr. Ganesh Kohli founder of IC3 movement ,India was the speaker of the day.
Principals, Educators , Leaders, and Co-Ordinator's from various schools across
the Gujarat attended this forum. A career fair was also organized for students,
educators and parents at VPS campus - Atlas Skilltech University, Flame
University , Vijay Bhoomi University, Woxsen University and many more. It was
fruitful to explore their knowledge about various career.
Every teacher needs to be a 10% counsellor , in order to help students bridge
the gap between academic knowledge and its practical application. Giving
students the right guidance at the right time has the potential to the the world.
The teachers should understand the four pillars of learning - Learning to know,
Learning to do, Learning to be, Learning to live together. The forum  Concluded 
 with conversation regarding the guidance that help students succeed in terms
of higher education by identifying their talents and nurturing them in finding
right institutions and
environment .

By
Anju Singh

Assistant teacher
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SHWB(Sexual Health and
Well-Being) Programme



SEXUAL HEALTH AND WELL-BEING
 
 

Now a days children gain certain knowledge
through social media related to sexual health.
We as VPS chaperons our students about
sexual health to comprehend good quality
knowledge about sexuality. Our Sexual
Health and Well-being program guide’s
students about the possibilities they might
face and their vulnerability to adverse
consequences related to sexual health.
Our conceptualization with the bio
psychosocial-culture framework based in
student’s perspective on sexual wellbeing in
mid and later life.
VPS develop skills and abilities within
students to access sexual health care and
evolve an environment that affirms and
promote sexual health.

Ruchika Verma
School Councellor



Picnic

@Science_city
ahmedabad

@DOMS_Umargam

@Umargam_beach



Kala
सृजन

VPS organised a first of its kind exhibition in Vapi
- a co curricular fete exhibiting the various ways
in which these extra curricular activities are
interwoven with academics and are an integral
part of the holistic development of a child



Art & Craft

Needle and thread



Street Play

Nature Club



Astronomy

Games

Music
Robotics



VPS FAMILY



Competitions play a role in motivating students to perform, excel and offer a

lot more reward than just the winning prize. Competitions offer a chance for

participants to gain substantial experience, showcase skills, analyse and

evaluate outcomes and uncover personal aptitude. Keeping this in mind,

Vapi Public School organizes various age-appropriate competitions

throughout the year. School ensures 100% participation of students in

competitions.

This academic year 2022-23, all the participants prepared zealously to excel

in their respective events. They expressed their creativity and imagination

through the palette of colours, they were very energetic in their dance

performances, they gave a melodious touch to the singing competition, they

expressed their thoughts and opinions in debate/elocution competitions,

they enhanced their spelling and literary skills in spell-bee competition, they

enriched their knowledge in quiz competition.

Thus, all the competition provided students an opportunity to step out of

their cocoons and spread out their wings to transform into magnificent

butterflies.

Kaushal Bhardwaj,

Competition Incharge.

Competitions



NIPUN Prize Distribution

 NIPUN - The Annual Prize Distribution
ceremony was organised with great jubilation

on 24 February 2022, acknowledging the
efforts and accomplishments of our young
achievers in various inter and intra school
competitions like Declamation, Elocution,

Drawing , Music and Sports. 







 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 



Revelling with Colours

Saraah Mene, IX Aashvi Singh, IX

Zalak Shah, IX



 
Suhani Chaturvedi, X

Adhika, X



 

Yashica Bhavsar, I

Jeni Vansadia, III



Teacher's  Corner
Moments

Years go by
And as we pause to reminisce the milestones in the journey
All that comes back to us is a flood of moments
That have turned into memories.

Moments that stop time in its tracks
Moments that stay even when the years go by
Moments that make us live
Moments that make us die
Moments that persevere and never go by!

We count the years that we live
And forget the moments that make us feel alive
Be it the overwhelming joy or the excruciating pain
It’s the moments that actually comprise our life!

- Piyusha Pandey

 I am proud to be an educator…….

We are educators one of our kind,
Every day we mend and mold young minds. 
It may be any month or any season,
We continuously work to fulfil our schools vision. 
Letters and numbers with chalk on board,
Online or offline be it any mode. 
It may be a game or hands on activity,
In class and playgrounds we ensure kids safety.
With new pedagogies we teach physics chemistry biology,
We try to ensure children love to learn accounts and psychology.
With health and hygiene development is holistic,
We teach twenty first century skills, our goal is futuristic. 
Roam around and you will find engineer and doctor,
Who taught them, Yes! I am proud to be an educator………

- Anushka Joshi



Brotherhood
 

Brotherhood is more than just a word,
It's a bond that cannot be blurred.

It's a bond that will never die,
Even as time goes by. 

 
Brothers not by blood, brothers by choice,

We stand together, we raise our voice.
We support each other, through thick and thin,

In every challenge, we find a way to win.
 
 

We've shared our laughter, we've shared our tears,
We've shared our dreams, we've faced our fears.

We've fought with each other, we've fought for each other,
Through all the battles, we've stood as brothers.

 
 

We share each other's joys and sorrows,
And lend a helping hand, with no tomorrow.

With you as my brother, I feel blessed and proud,
Together we'll stand tall, and we'll shout it loud.

 
-Kaushal Bhardwaj

 
 
 
 



�ંુ તમે ભારતનાં બધા રા�યોના નામ યાદ રાખવામાં �ુ�કેલી અ�ુભવી ર�ા છો? તો સંત
�ુલસીદાસ ર�ચત રામચ�રત માનસના એક દોહાને યાદ કર� લે�ંુ. જેમાં ભારતના ૨૮ રા�યો
અને ૧ કે��શા�સત �દેશ�ંુ નામ છુપાયે�ંુ  છે.

                      राम नाम जपते अ�� मत गु�सआउ I
              पंक मे उगोह�म अ�ह के छ�ब झाउ II
  
  રા - રાજ�થાન                     મ - મ�ય �દેશ                     ગો - ગોઆ 
  મ - મહારા�                        ત - ત�મલનાડુ                      હ - હ�રયાણા 
ના - નાગાલે�ડ                        �ુ - �ુજરાત                         �મ - �મઝોરમ 
 મ - મ�ણ�ુર                           �સ - �સ��મ                        અ - અ�ણાચલ 
 જ - જ��ુ અને ક�મીર       આ - આં��દેશ                   �હ - �હમાચલ �દેશ 
          (કે.શા.�.)                    ઉ - ઉ�ર �દેશ                      કે - કેરળ 
પ - પ��મ                               પં - પં�બ                            છ - છ�ીસગઢ 
 તે - તેલંગાણા                         ક - કણા�ટક                          �બ - �બહાર 
 અ - અસમ                             મે - મેઘાલય                         ઝા - ઝારખંડ 
�� - ���ુરા                              ઉ - ઉ�રાખંડ                      ઉ - ઉડ�સા 

                     છે ને આ�ય�જનક !!!!!!
 Ms.Sweta Patel

      स�ी और अ�� बात� 
  महाभारत यु� �ार� होने से पहले अजु�न और �य�धन �भु �ी कृ�ण जी के पास गए | पहले
�य�धन प�ँचे तो उ�ह�ने देखा �क �भु �न��ा म� थे तो वह �भु के �सर के तरफ बैठ गए | �फर कुछ
समय प�ात अजु�न भी वहां आ गए और वह �भु के पैर के पास खड़े हो गए | �भु �ी कृ�ण जब
�न��ा से उठे तो उनक� नजर सबसे पहले अजु�न पर पड़ी  और अजु�न से पूछा बताओ पाथ� �या
मदद चा�हए? तो �य�धन ने कहा, पर पहले म�  यहाँ आया था वासुदेव तो �भु �ी कृ�ण जी ने
कहा,” �क पहले तुम आए ज�र हो ले�कन मेरी पहली ��� अजु�न पर पड़ी इस�लए म� पहले

अजु�न क� मदद क�ँगा |”
भगवान को भगवान ही �य� कहा जाता है?

�य��क भगवान श�द के पांच वण� म� पांच त�व समा�हत ह� | 
 भ- भू�म 
 ग - गगन 
 व - वायु 

 आ- आग 
 न- नीर

�श��का - �स�ल वमा�



 First and most important one just be grateful in your life.
 Journaling is the best practice I have ever practiced.
Developing self-love, before getting attached towards anything give priorities to self.
Self-love can change your entire perspective about yourself and things in your
environment.
 Invest some time for self. Do what you like, what makes you feel happy and which
activates your sub-conscious mind. 
Learn to deal to stressors, life is all about ups and downs but both the phase is beautiful
in their own way. 
Set Realistic Goals
 Self-Appraisal or reward yourself for any achievement.
 Feel free to seek help.
Self-care is how you take your power back.

Mental health includes our emotional, psychological, spiritual and social well-being. It
affects how we think, feel, and act. It also helps determine how we handle stress, relate to
others, and make healthy choices. Mankind generally is more focused on keeping their
physical body healthy. People tend to ignore the state of their minds. I think it’s really
important to take the stigma away from mental health. Our mind is as important as our
brain or any other body part. 
Current in this Genz world, mental health has been given lots of importance. People do
raise their voice and freely talk about their mental health. Ironically, they are the one who
majorly get magnetize towards mental illness and the only cause behind it is vague
knowledge about mental health and its management technique.
 Our school VPS, remarkably make our students aware about their mental health and
guide them how they can always enhance themselves. With the help of various orientation,
Circle Time, Tea time talk and one to one counselling school highlight the
psychophysiological state of students.
As a School Counsellor, I always practice some effective ways and would love to share
same which can help us to develop healthy mindfulness.

Thank You 
                                                                                                  Ruchika Verma

School Counsellor.

Mental Health Cognizance
 



The Development of Artificial Intelligence 
will help humanity

AI is considered as one of the most  revolutionary developments in the
human world.AI is helping out humans in many aspects in their daily
lives.
AI is empowering our world in solving some most critical challenges.
Here are a few innovations for social causes like discovery and
development of new drugs, diagnosing and treating rare diseases;
using data analysis, genetic sequencing. AI programs have successfully
diagnosed 25% of cases & provided a lifeline for  many patients.
AI, in future shall help in streamlining processes at healthcare centers.
AI also offers new ways of reporting gender based violence,child sex
abuse. AI programmes are designed to monitor internal
communications like corporate documents ,email and chat for
inappropriate content.
It is a useful tool and computer vision algorithms scrape images from
different websites used by traffickers and label objects in images to
search & review suspicious advertisements.
Let’s remove a misconception that AI will take away jobs. Rather it will
increase the need & demand for educated ,skilled and white collared
people.

-Ms. Ankita Kashiyani



 

VAPI PUBLIC SCHOOL (CISCE) 

International Campus 
 

Our Vision 

To make our students Global Citizens and 

Future Leaders of “One World Family”. 

Vatar main Road, Vatar, Vapi. 


